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Abstract
This paper investigates the prepositional nature of non-finite verbal forms. Assuming well-known
observations that relate the categories P and V on the one hand (see Chomsky 1970, 1981,
Demirdache & Uribe-Etxebarria 2000, Hale & Keyser 2002, and Svenonius 2003, 2007, 2008,
among others), and P and C on the other (see den Besten 1983, Emonds 1985, Kayne 2000, and
van Riemsdijk 1978) I argue that some non-finite verbs —in particular, past participles and
gerunds— incorporate a preposition as a result of the interaction between the categories C and
T, which can manifest itself as a species of P in non-finte contexts (see Demirdache & Uribe-
Etxebarria 2000, and Pesetsky & Torrego 2004). This approach not only explains different syn-
tactic facts concerning non-finite clauses, but also sheds some light on their interpretive intrica-
cies.
Key words: category, infinitive, gerund, participle, preposition, Aux/T-to-C movement, verb.
1. Introduction
Much recent literature on the lexicon-syntax interface (see Hale & Keyser 1993,
Harley 2005, Marantz 1997, 2001, Pesetsky 1995, Ramchand 2008, among oth-
ers) has led to a new view of categorial labels. Departing from traditional concep-
tions, whereby the category of a lexical item is conceived of as an inherent property,
many contemporary approaches entertain the idea that lexical categories obtain
from an acategorial root element combining with a light functional category, whose
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semantic nature —its ‘flavor’— is configurationally determined (see Folli & Harley
2005 and references therein). Such a perspective has opened the door not only to
reconsider the nature of syntactic primitives and the nature of the lexicon (see Borer
2005, Halle & Marantz 1993, Starke 2009), but also to make available a more
dynamic conception of what a lexical category is: verbs may contain a preposi-
tional, nominal, or adjectival component (in, e.g., locatum, unergative, and resul-
tative verbs, respectively), or have a hybrid nature, actually displaying a dual nature
(e.g., John’s reading the book).
A fairly standard assumption within these approaches is that prepositions and
verbs are two (functional) categories that must be teased apart: (light) verbs cate-
gorize roots, prepositions do not; (light) verbs assign structural Case, prepositions
do inherent Case; (light) verbs encode ϕ-features, prepositions do not (in most lan-
guages); etc. Although these facts are all well-established, a parallel trend in the
literature has nonetheless emphasized the properties that these categories share.
Perhaps the most popular one goes back to Chomsky’s (1970, 1981) characteriza-
tion of verbs and prepositions as [-N] categories, but work on argument structure
has contributed to strengthen the similarities between these two categories (see
Demirdache & Uribe-Etxebarria 2000, Hale & Keyser 2002, and Svenonius 2003,
2007, 2008).1 This, together with the empirical evidence pointing to the cyclic (cur-
rently, phasal) nature of both P and v/C (see Abels 2003, den Besten 1983, Emonds
1985, Kayne 2000, and van Riemsdijk 1978), suggests that a crystal-clear cut
between what we call ‘verb’ and ‘preposition’ is not immediately obvious.
In this paper I would like to explore the prepositional nature of non-finite verbs,
focusing on the properties displayed by Spanish infinitives, gerunds, and past par-
ticiples. In particular, adopting the basics of Pesetsky & Torrego’s (2001 et seq.)
framework, I claim that, contrary to infinitives, gerunds and past participles incor-
porate a preposition of sorts. I will take the preposition to correspond to the –ing and
–ed morphemes of non-finite verbs in Spanish, which will be treated as the way T
is spelled-out in gerund and past participial clauses. Such an analysis will not only
provide additional support for the idea that prepositions and verbs are, quite plau-
sibly, the very same abstract category (as work by Demirdache & Uribe-Etxebarria
2000, Hale & Keyser 2002, Svenonius 2008, Torrego 1999, and others has under-
scored, both verbs and prepositions express properties such as aspect, tense, mood,
or voice), but will also account for the syntactic behavior of gerunds and past par-
ticiples, as well as for their semantic interpretation. 
Discussion is divided as follows: Section 2 spells-out the empirical focus of
this paper, namely non-finite clauses in Spanish. Section 3 introduces some back-
ground discussion about the connection between C, D, and P, and the hypothesis that
verbs may involve a hidden P or a hidden D. In section 4 I argue that the semantic
interpretation of adjunct (non-finite) clauses follows from the lexico-semantic
1. An anonymous reviewer asks why I assume that Hale and Keyser argued for the collapsing of P
and V. I am not suggesting that, all I am pointing out is that, within Hale & Keyser’s (1993 et seq.)
system, prepositions and verbs have been shown to share certain traits (they are both relational,
they have both different flavors, etc.). If correct, this would favor the parallelism I am arguing for.
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nature of the P they incorporate (in the sense of Hale 1986). Section 5 summarizes
the main conclusions.
2. The empirical observation
Within the Spanish tradition, grammarians often assumed that non-finite verbs had
a hybrid categorial status. Even though they could not resort a technical apparatus
at the time, they had the clear intuition that infinitives, gerunds, and past partici-
ples should be regarded as ‘verbal nouns’, ‘verbal adverbs’, and ‘verbal adjectives’
respectively (see Bello 1847: §§ 419, 427, and 442; RAE 1973: §§ 3.16 and ff.;
for recent discussion, see Bosque 1989). Consider, for instance, the Esbozo’s take
on the issue:
The most common meaning that corresponds to each of these non-personal forms can
be defined saying that the infinitive is a verbal noun; the gerund, a verbal adverb; and the
participle, a verbal adjective. 
[form RAE 1973: 483—my translation, AJG—]
Such a three-way distinction had, essentially, a functional basis. As the exam-
ples in (1-3) show, non-finite clauses can indeed ‘function’—distributionally—as
nouns, adjectives, and adverbs.
(1) [CP Leer a Cervantes ]  / [DP Ese libro ] } me gusta. INFINITIVE
= DP
read-INF to Cervantes that book CL-to.me like-3.SG
‘I like {reading Cervantes / this book}’
(2) Ese es un libro { [CP premiado por la crítica]  /  [AP interesante ] }
PARTICIPLE = AP
that be-3.SG a book awarded-PPART by the critics interesting
‘This is a(n) {interesting book / book awarded by critics}’
(3) Luis disfruta   { [CP leyendo a Cervantes ] / [AdvP así ] } GERUND = AdvP
Luis enjoy-3.SG read-GER to Cervantes this-way
‘Luis enjoys {reading Cervantes / this way}’
Different ways to implement this traditional observation come to mind, but all
of them must face a question that has become hotly debated in the recent litera-
ture: what is the nature of lexical categories? In GB-based accounts, this issue did
not arise, quite simply because the categorial status of an LI was lexically encod-
ed. However, within more recent approaches, this question must be reconsidered,
as the very notion ‘category’ is controversial: is it a (combination of) feature(s)?
Is it the result of combining a √ROOT and a functional element? Is it the conse-
quence of a configuration / template? (see Baker 2003, Borer 2005, Chomsky 1970,
1981, Hale & Keyser 1993, Marantz 1997, 2001, and related literature).
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In the following sections, I present an analysis of the data in (1) through (3),
arguing that C can manifest itself in two guises, as D (i.e., nominal-like) or P (i.e.,
non-nominal-like), depending on the inflectional properties of the verb. In partic-
ular, I argue for the analyses in (4), whose (interpretive) consequences will be con-
sidered in section 4. 
(4) a. INFINITIVE = [CP C [TP T [v*P v* . . . ]]]
b. PARTICIPLE = [P-CP P-C [TP T [vP v . . . ]]]
c. GERUND = [P-CP P-C [TP T [v*P v* . . . ]]]]
As can be seen, the most interesting aspect of the analyses in (4) corresponds
to the hybrid nature of the complementizers of both past participles and gerunds,
which I treat as a complex P-C element. At first glance, the idea is highly remi-
niscent of so-called prepositional complementizers (see Kayne 2000 and references
therein), but given some facts that I will discuss in section 3, such a comparison
will turn out to be not entirely accurate.
I will further extend the proposal in (4) in order to account for the semantic
properties of non-finite clauses, which can give rise to different interpretations that
I will take to be ultimately rooted in Hale’s (1986) central coincidence / non-cen-
tral coincidence distinction.
3. The nature of non-finite C
Much literature ever since the late seventies and early eighties (see den Besten
1983, Emonds 1985, and van Riemsdijk 1978; see Pesetsky & Torrego 2001 for
up to date discussion) has underscored the tight connection between the function-
al categories T and C, noting, e.g., that the finiteness properties of the former have
an effect on the latter, which manifests itself either as a conjunction (e.g., I think that
John is happy) or a preposition (e.g., I want for John to be happy). One other well-
known effect of the T-C interaction concerns the type of Case subjects receive:
nominative (e.g., John is happy), oblique (I want for John to be happy), or null (I
want PRO to be happy). 
Quickly enough, these topics were considered in the context of the so-called
“DP Hypothesis” (see Abney 1987), arguing for parallelisms like those in (5),
where C and P were taken as extended (or stretched) projections of verbs and nouns
respectively (see Grimshaw 1991, Emonds 1985, and van Riemsdijk 1978; for
recent discussion, see Emonds 2009):
(5) a. [CP C [TP T [VP V . . . ]]]
b. [PP P [DP D [NP N . . . ]]]
In (5), C and P could be taken to be contextual versions (i.e., allomorphs) of
the same abstract category, a possibility much emphasized in Bittner & Hale (1996),
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Emonds (1985), Grimshaw (1991), and van Riemsdijk (1978). However, a similar
line of inquiry has pursued an alternative in which C is not akin to P, but to D (as
first argued by Szabolcsi 1992). This hypothesis has been explored in recent work
by Pesetsky & Torrego (2001, 2004):
(6) a. [CP C [TP T [VP v . . . ]]]
b. [DP D [PP (P) [NP N . . . ]]]
One of the insights of  Pesetsky & Torrego’s (2004) is that P should be clus-
tered with T, not C, for it is P and T that are birrelational predicates (see Demirdache
& Uribe-Etxebarria 2000, Stowell 1993, Zagona 1990). C, in this approach, is more
similar to D, as both categories “turn a [predicate/predication] into something that
can act as an argument,” to quote Szabolcsi (1992). From this perspective, if C
looks like a P, it is because of T-to-C movement.
That C is a species of D—or has D-like properties—is in fact very plausible
on empirical grounds. This would explain why CPs can be antecedents for (null) pro-
nouns, as Picallo (2007) argues (contra Iatridou & Embick 1997):
(7) [CP Que el F10 sea un poco lento]i preocupa a Alonso…
that the F10 be-SUBJ.3.SG a bit slow worry-3.SG to Alonso 
… pero proi alegra a Vettel. (Spanish)
but make-happy.3.SG to Vettel
‘The F10 being a bit slow worries Alonso, but (it) makes Vettel happy’
Picallo (2007: 104 and ff.) restricts this property to C, arguing that TP cannot
be an antecedent for a pronoun. (8), however, is at odds with this assumption, for
we have a defective —CP-less— clause, which can nonteheless be taken as
antecedent by the pronoun eso (Eng. that).2
(8) Juan parece [TP tener demasiado trabajo]i pero esoi …
Juan seem-3.SG have-INF too-much work but that
… no impide que juegue con sus hijas. (Spanish)
not prevent-3.SG that play-SUBJ.3.SG with his daughters
‘Juan appears to have too much work, but this does not prevent him from play-
ing with his daughters’
Another piece of evidence in defense of a D layer in the CP domain comes
from clauses that are introduced by a definite article in Spanish (see Leonetti 1999).
As Uriagereka (1988) noted, this article can only show up in subject, not object
2. As an anonymous reviewer correctly points out, defectiveness is not an agreed upon term (see
Gallego 2009, 2010 for discussion). For the most part I will use this label in order to refer to cat-
egories that lack some features and therefore cannot assign strutcural Case (roughly, as in Chomsky
2000, 2001). For alternative conceptions of defectiveness, I refer the reader to Pesetsky & Torrego
(2007) and Rizzi (1994, 1995).
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CPs (but see Serrano 2008 for some subjunctive-taking verbs manifesting a dif-
ferent behaviour):
(9) a. [CP El que vengas ] les impresiona. (Spanish)
the that come-SUBJ.2.SG CL-to.them impress-3.SG
‘That you come impresses them’
b. *Quieren [CP el que vengas ] (Spanish)
want-3.PL the that come-SUBJ.3.SG
‘They want that you come’ 
[from Uriagereka 1988: 121-122]
The facts in (9) are not surprising if, much like object DPs, object CPs are not
doubled by a clitic in Peninsular Spanish. From this evidence, one could assume
that CPs involve an extra D layer, roughly as indicated in (10):3 4
(10) [DP D [CP C [TP T . . . ]]]
With this background in mind, let us go back to the nature of non-finite forms.
Most current and previous work (see Belletti 1990, Chomsky 2001, López 1994,
Hernanz 1994, Pires 2006, and references therein) agrees that these forms are, in one
form or another, defective —where ‘defective’ is usually taken to mean ‘lack of
some projection(s)’ (see fn. 2)—. It is important to point out, in this respect, that non-
finite forms are not equally defective: in particular, it has often been noted that par-
ticiples are more defective than both infinitives and gerunds, as only the former
fail to license external arguments, accusative Case, and negation (see Hernanz 1994
and references therein). This is shown in (11) and (12).5
3. I assume that the alleged D layer contains only [person], not [number]. That would account for
the agreement facts noted by Picallo (2002), which indicate that CPs do not trigger number agree-
ment, even if they are coordinated. I am sweeping under the rug facts of languages like Basque,
which show that CPs are introduced by a bona fide D. See Etxepare (2006), San Martin (2004),
and San Martin & Uriagereka (2002) for more discussion.
4. The presence of a D poses the problem of creating a complex-NP barrier, in the sense of Ross’
(1967). To get around this, one could assume, following Uriagereka (1988), a process of deter-
miner cliticization whereby D is incorporated into v*, destroying barrier-like effects.
5. I assume that the subject Juan in (11c) is within the infinitival clause —plausibly as a PRO double,
perhaps as a proof that control is raising, a possibility I leave open (see Alexiadou et al. 2010,
Boeckx et al. 2010, Hornstein 1999, 2001, 2003)—. In general, subjects are allowed when the
infinive occupies a ‘non-governed’ position (see Rigau 1993), but I take (11c) to indicate that sub-
jects can also appear in governed ones. For more recalcitrant data, I refer the reader to Hernanz
(1999).
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(11) a. [CP Recogido (*Juan) el dinero], nos iremos. (Spanish)
pick-up-PPART Juan the money CL-we go-FUT.1.PL
‘Once the money has been picked up (by Juan), we will leave’
b. [CP Recogiendo Juan el dinero], no habrá problemas.(Spanish)
pick-up-GER Juan the money not there-be-FUT.3.SG problems
‘If Juan picks up the money, there will be no problem’
c. Quiere [CP recoger Juan el dinero] (Spanish)
want-3.SG pick-up-INF Juan the money
‘Juan wants to pick up the money’
(12) a. [CP (?*No) recogido el dinero], nos iremos. (Spanish)
not pick-up-PPART the money CL-we go-FUT.1.PL
‘The money not being picked up, we will leave’
b. [CP (No) recogiendo Juan el dinero], no habrá problemas.(Spanish)
not pick-up-GER Juan the money not there-be-FUT.3.SG problems
‘If Juan does not pick up the money, there will be no problems’
c. Juan decidió [CP no venir] (Spanish)
Juan decide-PAST.3.SG not come-INF
‘Juan decided not to come’
Put together, these facts suggest that infinitives and gerunds contain a vP struc-
ture richer than that of past participles. Building on the fact that accusative Case is
assigned by infinitives and gerunds, I assume that these forms project a ϕ-complete
v*P, contrary to past participles, which feature a ϕ-defective vP, lacking [person].6
The next question is what the CP phase of non-finite clauses looks like: if the possi-
bility for nominative Case to be assigned is all that matters to decide this, then the
C of all these forms is ϕ-complete. This is in fact argued by both Rigau (1993) and
Torrego (1998), who take infinitivals to have rich (abstract) agreement, but weak
6. Independent evidence for this approach may be gathered from clitic climbing (see Cinque 2006).
As (i) and (ii) show, this process is barred in negative contexts.
(i) Lo quiero (*no) ver. (Spanish)
CL-him want-1.SG not see-INF
‘I do not want to see him’
(ii) Le puedo (*no) ayudar. (Spanish)
CL-him can-1.SG not help-INF
‘I cannot help him’
A way of interpreting these facts is to assume that negation can only show up in strong (accusative-
licensing) phases (see Solà 2002 for an account compatible with this). If so, then clitics receive
Case and freeze, which would explain why further A-movement (i.e., clitic climbing) fails.
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tense. Let us assume, therefore, the structures in (13), where I use the * superscript
to indicate ϕ-completeness in both v and C:
(13) a. [C*P C* [TP T [v*P v* . . . ]]] INFINITIVE
b. [C*P C* [TP T [v*P v* . . . ]]] GERUND
c. [C*P C* [TP T [vP v . . . ]]] PARTICIPLE
Under (13), the CP layer of all non-finite forms is identical, for infinitives, past
participles, and gerunds license nominative Case. What makes these forms differ con-
cerns the vP structure. Accordingly, the fact that participles cannot license external
arguments (pace Collins’ 2005 analysis of passives) and negation (see also fn. 6),
as the data in (11) and (12) show, is a direct consequence of participial v being 
ϕ-defective.
As just said, the proposal appears to get the right results as long as only Case
properties are brought to the fore. The moment additional facts are considered,
(13) turns out to be insufficient. Let us see why. To keep discussion to a manage-
able length, I will focus on two specific facts, which I would like to connect to
each other: (i) the possibility for C to be filled in by a subordinator (a conjunction
or preposition), and (ii) the possibility for C to be in complement (in earlier ter-
minology, ‘governed’) position. Consider them in turn. As noted by Hernanz (1994),
past participles and gerunds cannot have a subordination marker in C (typically, a
preposition, given the non-finite nature of these verbs):
(14) a. (*Por) habiendo demostrado el domador su valentía . . . (Spanish)
for have-GER show-PPART the tamer his bravery
‘The tamer having shown his bravery. . .’
b. (*Sin) leída la sentencia, el juez se retiró. (Spanish)
without read-PPART the judgment the judge CL go-PAST.3.SG
‘Without the judgment being read, the judge left’
[from Hernanz 1994: 392]
On the other hand, infinitives readily allow for prepositions to introduce them,
in both governed and non-governed positions (see Hernanz 1993, Rigau 1993,
1995, and Rizzi 1997):
(15) a. Le amonestaron por mentir. (Spanish)
CL-him punish-PAST.3.PL for lie-INF
‘He was pubished for lying’
b. Credo di apprezzare molto il tuo libro. (Italian)
believe-1.SG of appreciate-INF much the your book
‘I think I like your book a lot’
c. És interessant de fer notar aquest contrast. (Catalan)
be-3.SG interesting of make-INF note-INF this contrast
‘It is interesting to point out this contrast’
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Also interesting is the fact, pointed out to me by Juan Romero and M. Lluïsa
Hernanz (p.c.), that although verbal periphrases can be formed by combining a func-
tional (be it auxiliary or modal) verb with a [P + infinitive] cluster, they cannot be
formed by combining a functional verb with a [P + gerund/participle] cluster.
Therefore, we can have empezar a gritar (Eng. start to scream), ponerse a cantar
(Eng. get to sing), but not empezar a gritando/gritado (Eng. start to
screaming/screamed) or ponerse a cantando/cantado (Eng. get to singing/sung).7 8
In Gallego (2010), I took the facts in (14) and (15) at face value, arguing that
past participles and gerunds, contrary to infinitives, resist to occupy complement
positions.9
(16) Quiero [CP ganar / *ganando / *ganado ] (Spanish)
want-1.SG win-INF GER PPART
‘I want to win/wining/won’
What all these pieces of evidence amount to, in a nutshell, is quite easy to spell-
out, descriptively at least: both gerunds and past participles are equivalent to an
infinitive plus a preposition. Now we have to discuss how strict such an equiva-
lence is.
Let us now go back to the data in (14) and (15). The former are somewhat
controversial, as they have been taken to indicate either that there is no CP pro-
jection in gerund and past participial clauses (see López 1994, Pires 2006), or else
that the verb moves to it, blocking insertion of any other element (see Hernanz
1994); at first glance, either option could account for the fact that the C head
 cannot be spelled-out. As for the data in (15), what they show is that infinitivals
naturally allow for C to be spelled-out. Straightforward as these conclusions may
7. See Gallego & Hernanz (2010) for additional discussion on periphrastic complexes in Spanish.
8. An anonymous reviewer observes that prepositions are not always excluded with gerunds. In order
to show this, (s)he provides the example Without looking up, John left. Though interesting, this is
not a counterexample to the observation just made, for English gerunds of this sort are not interpreted
progressively. Also relevant is that fact that these non-progressive gerunds are impossible in
Romance languages, which must resort to an infinitival form instead (see Hernanz 1999, Pesetsky
& Torrego 2004). 
9. To be sure, past participles and gerunds can appear in complement positions (in X-bar terms) in
periphrastic environments (e.g., passives and progressives). Consider the following examples:
(i) El criminali [vP fue [vP arrestado ti ] ] (Spanish)
the criminal be-3.SG arrested
‘The criminal was arrested’
(ii) Los alumnos [
vP están [v*P leyendo el programa ] ] (Spanish)
the students be-3.PL reading the program
‘The students are reading the program’
As can be seen, the auxiliaries fue and están can take participles and gerunds as complements.
In Gallego & Hernanz (2010) we attribute this possibility to the fact that these forms are prepo-
sitional, which means that they do not have to be Case licensed. If this account is tenable, it
explains why participles and gerunds can only be selected by ϕ-defective (non-accusative assign-
ing) verbs.
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seem, I want to argue for an alternative view. To be specific, I want to argue that
participles and gerunds fail to license a P because these forms already contain a P,
an idea that is present, rather prominently, in Mateu’s (2002) analysis of the pro-
gressive (and has also been noticed by other scholars; see Bolinger 1971, Masullo
2008, and references therein). According to Mateu (2002), the progressive involves
“an unaccusative [read ‘prepositional’] structure over [the] argument structure
lexically associated to the verbal predicate” (Mateu 2002: 77). In fact, as this
author points out, gerunds are spelled-out as a preposition plus a nominal-like
structure in different languages, like Basque, Dutch, or French. Consider the
Basque case.
(17) Jon leihoa apur-tze-n dago. (Basque)
Jon-ABS window-ABS break-NOM.LOC be-3.SG.ABS
‘John is breaking the window’
Roughly, then, breaking in these languages is something like ‘in break(ing)’.
The following parallelisms, taken from Mateu (2002) and attributed to Bolinger
(1971), are relevant in this context too:
(18) a. He is at work - He is working.
b. She is at prayer - She is praying.
c. They went on a hike - They went hiking.
d. They went on a picnic - They went picnicking.
Similar facts have been reported for Spanish by Masullo (2008):
(19) a. de fiesta (lit. of party) - festejando (celebrating)
b. de caza (lit. of hunt) - cazando (hunting)
c. de pesca (lit. of fishing) - pescando (fishing)
d. en movimiento (lit. in motion) - moviéndose (moving)
e. en circulación (lit. in circulation) - circulando (circulating)
f. en crecimiento (lit. in growth) - creciendo (growing)
Consider past participles next. First, as is well-known (see Bosque 1990), these
forms have been involved in a diachronic process of grammaticalization that turned
some of them into full fledged prepositions. The list in (20), from Masullo (2008),
is a sample of this conversion:
(20) salvo (save), excepto (except), incluso (including), dado (given, i.e. in view
of), visto (seen, i.e. considering), mediante (by means of), durante (during), etc.
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Second, much like gerunds, past participles allow for a paraphrasis that includes
a preposition:10
(21) a. arrestado (arrested) - bajo arresto (under arrest)
b. desarmado (unarmed) - sin armas (without weapons)
c. sintonizado (tunned) - en sintonía (in tune)
Technically, what must be asked is how exactly this P manifests itself in gerunds
and past participles. Here I would like to endorse the strongest hypothesis and argue
that gerunds and participles are (in their topmost shells) nothing but PPs: this would
explain, if I am right, why these forms cannot be Goals of a ϕ-complete v*. More pre-
cisely, I follow Pesetsky & Torrego (2001, 2004) in that v* must have an active (i.e.,
Case-less) Goal. In other words, the reason why v* cannot match a gerund or a past
participle is essentially the same reason why v* cannot match a PP in complement
position, as the data in (22) show.
(22) a. Quiero [CP ganar / *ganando / *ganado ] (Spanish)
want-1.SG win-INF GER PPART
‘I want to win/wining/won’
b. Quiero [DP los libros] / *[PP de los libros ] (Spanish)
want-1.SG the books of the books
‘I want the books/of the books’
If this is tenable, then infinitives cannot be PPs, but (something closer to) DPs.11
12 I assume that this is the correct treatment of governed infinitivals; non-governed
ones, though, must be analyzed as PPs too, much like gerunds and past participles.
Masullo (2008) provides the data in (23), which I regard as evidence to support
this conclusion (see Rigau 1993, 1995 for additional evidence):
10. This analysis could in principle be applied to structures such as (i), which Kayne (2008a) analyzes
as involving a covert participle (see (ii)):
(i) You are to return home by midnight.
(ii) You are EXPECTED to return home by midnight.
Under the present account, there is no need to postulate a silent participle: the combination of the
preposition to (which can be taken to encode perfective aspect) with the infinitive return counts
as a participle.
11. An anonymous reviewer points out a potential contradiction, noting that “if D is C, and C is P,
then, by transitivity, D is P”. This is inaccurate. In my analysis, C behaves as a P only after T-to-
C movement, and crucially it is only T that can have a prepositional nature in non-finite contexts.
I guess the reviewer is thinking of the correlations between C and P that have been noted in the
literature (see Emonds 1985, van Riemsdijk 1978, and much related work).
12. The same reviewer asks about the status of the element to in examples like John wants to meet,
Mary decided to leave, etc. I assume that this element, despite morphological appearances, is not
a preposition, but the spell-out of infinitival morphology (akin to auxiliaries or the –r(e) morpheme
in Romance; see Kayne 1997, Solà 1996).
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(23) a. La cabina de teléfono está {saliendo / al salir} del
the booth of telephone be-3.SG leave-GER to-the leave-INF of-the
edificio. (Spanish)
building
‘The telephone booth is on leaving the building’
b. El edificio está {pasando /pasado / al pasar} el puente.
(Spanish)
the building be-3.SG pass-GER PPART to-the pass-INF the bridge
‘The building is after the bridge’
As can be seen, when the infinitival clause occupies a non-governed position (be
it adjunct or predicate like), it requires a preposition.
Before concluding, one last key question is in order: what does it mean for the
C of non-finite verbal forms to be a P or a D. So far, I have not been very explicit
about it. Adopting Pesetsky & Torrego’s (2001, 2004) system, I assume that there
is a syntactic dependency between C and T, manifested as long-distance Agree in
the case of infinitives, but as internal Merge in the case of gerunds and past par-
ticiples. Crucially, I claim that after T moves to C, it projects (see Donati 2006 for
a similar analysis in the case of free relatives):13
(24) a. [CP C* . . . [TP T . . . [v*P v*. . . ]]] INFINITIVE Agree (C, T)
b. [PP P [CP C* . . . [TP tT . . . [v*P v*. . . ]]]] GERUND Internal Merge (C, T)
c. [PP P [CP C* . . . [TP tT . . . [v*P v . . . ]]] PARTICIPLE Internal Merge (C, T)
The key aspect of (24b,c) is, of course, why T projects as a P. Building on ideas
by Demirdache & Uribe-Etxebarria (2000) and Pesetsky & Torrego (2004), I assume
that T manifests itself as a P in non-finite contexts, but as a tense morpheme in
finite ones. Importantly, this T → P conversion only holds for gerunds and past
participles. Why? The answer must lie on the morphological properties of these
non-finite forms. Tentatively, I propose that –ndo (Eng. ing) and –do/a(s) (Eng.
13. A reviewer raises a couple of technical issues about the analysis. The first one concerns Chomsky’s
(2007, 2008) suggestion that the properties of T are derivative from C: as the reviewer notes, it is
not clear what T-to-C movement is doing if this is correct. The second issue has to do with the too
local nature of T-to-C movement, which would be precluded under anti-locality (see Abels 2003).
The first issue is not problematic if one assumes that tense and categorial properties are anchored
to T (a possibility that Chomsky 2007 himselfs leaves open, for his system only forces ϕ-features
to be inherited). As for the anti-locality problem, it can be tackled if there is some projection
between C and T, be it Rizzi’s (1997) Fin or Uriagereka’s (1988) F.
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–ed) are prepositional heads in nature, which would explain why an extra P can-
not show up in C, as Hernanz (1994) correctly observed:14
In the next section I would like to elaborate on the analysis in (25) in order to
account for some interpretive constraints of non-finite clauses.
4. Some consequences of the proposal
In the previous pages I have argued that gerunds and past participles, but crucial-
ly not infinitives, are PPs. This does not mean, of course, that they are not verbal too
in the relevant sense: what this means is that gerunds and past participles combine
a verbal shell with a prepositional one. I assume so, adapting Pesetsky & Torrego’s
(2004) analysis of –ing nominalizations (e.g. John’s calling the police), in which the
upper layer is nominal, and the lower one verbal. 
I would like to relate this claim to the observation this paper started with, name-
ly the traditional thesis that non-finite forms are verbal nouns (infinitives), verbal
adjectives (past participles), and verbal adverbs (gerunds). The reader may now won-
der how come PPs (gerunds and past participles) count as adjectives and adverbs. In
this respect, I would like to follow ideas by Mateu (2002), and take it that the lexical
categories called “adjective” and “adverb” are derived from the incorporation of a
noun-like element into a prepositional-like one. This idea is depicted in (26).15 16
(26) [ P [ √ROOT ]] = adjective / adverb
(25) C*P
C* TP (= AspP or PP)
T v*P / vP
–ndo
–do
14. An anonymous reviewer asks whether the morphological properties of non-finite forms could be
seen as reflexes or consequences (instead of causes) of the behavior of non-finite forms. I do not
think so, and I do not think the issue is merely technical. The key of my approach is that the (overt)
morphology of participles and gerunds be regarded as a preposition of sorts. Consequently, the
fact that –ndo and –do prevent the insertion of additional prepositions must be seen as an indica-
tion that they have the same nature, and thus compete for the same position.
15. The analysis departs from Marantz’s (2001), where adjectives are derived by merging a √ROOT
with a light category dubbed a(djective), being thus more primitive than in Mateu’s (2002) sys-
tem. This analysis also departs from Baker’s (2003).
16. One caveat is in order. Mateu (2002) speaks about ‘relational’ and ‘non-relational’ elements. The
former units are verbs and prepositions (i.e., (bir)relational elements), and the latter are typically
nouns. For independent evidence that (relational) adjectives are derived from nouns, I refer the
reader to Bosque (2006).
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As Mateu (2002) argues, collapsing PPs, APs, and AdvPs is sound at different
levels. To begin with, it is consistent with the fact that adjectives, like nouns and
verbs (either denominal or deadjectival), can manifest Case and agreement mor-
phology. This analysis also derives the predicative nature of adjectives and adverbs:
since they both encode a preposition, and P is a (bir)relational element, it follows
that they must be related to some element (which will be interpreted as a Figure; see
Svenonius 2007, Talmy 2000). Mateu’s (2002) proposal also derives the well-
known observation that APs, PPs, and AdvPs can share the same distribution, as
the data in (27) show:
(27) a. The cat is [α in the room / happy / here ]
b. I left John [α in the hospital / sick / there ]
This proposal has independently been pursued by Kayne (2008b), who builds
on Amritavalli & Jayaseelan (2003), and treats adjectives as nouns incorporated
into a covert Case morpheme. In the context of the present discussion, one could take
P to be the relevant Case morpheme (a C or K(ase) head, in Bittner & Hale’s 1996
terms).17 18 Notice that if this approach is correct, then we have a way to make
sense of the traditional observation that we highlighted at the outset of this paper,
as well as for the fact that, contrary to infinitives, gerunds and past participles are
predicates: this is, quite simply, because of the P they encode, a relational (= pred-
icative) element. 
There are more consequences of this analysis. Consider the fact that past par-
ticiple and gerund clauses trigger different readings, as discussed by Hernanz
(1994). In the examples in (28) and (29), past participle and gerund clauses can
yield temporal, causal, and conditional interpretations (the specific reading depend-
ing on the morphological properties of the main verb).19
17. Importantly, this approach to adjectives does not predict that all PPs must be expressed as adjec-
tives or adverbs in the morphological component. The categorizing effect of prepositions will only
work if they are merged with a √ROOT. If it is merged with a noun (an [n - √ROOT] complex, in
Marantz 2001) or a DP, we will obtain a PP, not an AP.
18. An obvious question is why, if adjectives and adverbs have the same l-syntax, only the former can
agree with other dependents. Due to space limitations, I leave this issue to the side (see Baker 2008
and references therein).
19. It is worth noting that the appearance of auxiliaries, modals, and negation block some readings
(temporal), favouring others (conditional and causal), as Rigau (1995) first noted. Although inves-
tigating the interpretive effects of these elements is beyond the scope of this paper, they indicate that
auxiliaries behave, at the relevant level of abstraction, like prepositions (see Kayne 1997).
(i) Al venir María, todos se miraron. [temporal, causal]
to-the come-INF María all CL look-PAST.3.PL
‘When/Since María came, all of them looked at each other’
(ii) Al haber venido María, todos se miraron. [*temporal, causal]
to-the have-INF come.PPART María all CL look-PAST.3.PL
‘Since María had come, all of them looked at each other’
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(28) Leído el libro, lo {devolví/devolveré}. [temporal, causal, 
read-PPART the book CL-it give-back-PAST/FUT.1.SG conditional]
‘The book read, I {gave/will give} it back’
(29) Leyendo el libro, no {hice/haré} ruido. [temporal, causal, 
read-GER the book not do-PAST/FUT.1.SG noise conditional]
‘Reading the book, I will not make noise’
Interestingly (and rather puzzlingly), other adverbial interpretations, like pur-
pose, can never obtain with past participles or gerunds. Put differently, (30a) can-
not mean (30b), but it can (30c) or (30d). 
(30) a. Leído el libro, irás a la tienda. (Spanish)
read-PPART the book go-FUT.2.SG to the shop
‘Once the book is read, you will go to the shop’
b. Irás a la tienda para leer el libro. (Spanish)
go-FUT.2.SG to the shop to read-INF the book
‘You will go to the shop to read the book’
c. Después de leer el libro, irás a la tienda. (Spanish)
after of read-INF the book go-FUT.2.SG to the shop
‘After reading the book, you will go to the shop’
d. Si lees el libro, irás a la tienda. (Spanish)
if read-2.SG the book go-FUT.2.SG to the shop
‘If you read the book, you will go to the shop’
At this point, the obvious question is why some readings, but not others, are
available. Hernanz (1994) argues that the interpretive plasticity of non-finite forms
follows from their aspectual properties, which she takes to be encoded through an




X . . .
(iii) Al poder venir María, todos se miraron. [*temporal, causal]
to-the be-able-INF come-INF María all CL look-PAST.3.PL
‘Since María can come, all of them looked at each other’
(iv) Al no venir María, todos se miraron. [*temporal, causal]
to-the not come-INF María all CL look-PAST.3.PL
‘Since María did not come, all of them looked at each other’
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In my analysis, Hernanz’s (1994) AspP is analogous to the PP that results from
T-to-C movement. However, I do not see any obvious way to make the relevant
interpretations arise under any of these two accounts. Something else must be
added. To solve this, I would like to propose that it is the type of P that moves to C
(and projects) that is in part responsible for the interpretations non-finite clauses
can have. In particular, I will endorse Hale’s (1986) seminal distinction between
central and non-central (or terminal) coincidence prepositions, which as been
exploited to handle different properties of the syntax-semantics interface concerning
tense and aspect (see Hale & Keyser 2002, Demirdache & Uribe-Etxebarria 2000,
2008, and references therein). As Demirdache & Uribe-Etxebarria (2000) point
out:
Central coincidence indicates that the location of the figure coincides with the ground.
In English this relation is expressed by prepositions such as on, in, at, along, over, and
through. Conversely, noncentral coincidence (expressed in English by prepositions such
as from, out of, (up) to, onto, and into) indicates that the location of the figure either
ends or begins at the ground.
[from Demirdache & Uribe-Etxebarria 2000: 176]
A further cut is that affecting non-central coincidence prepositions. According
to Demirdache & Uribe-Etxebarria (2000), these divide into centripetal and cen-
trifugal, indicating “movement of the figure toward the ground,” and “motion of
the figure from the ground”, respectively. Demirdache & Uribe-Etxebarria (2000)
invoke this finer distinction in order to distinguish tenses (e.g., future tense is an
expression of centripetal motion in their account), and I want to extend it to seman-
tic interpretations like cause, purpose, or condition. Specifically, and in order to
capture the different readings that non-finite forms can display, I claim that the P
that moves to C can be different: gerunds are headed by a central coincidence
P (PC), whereas past participles are headed by a non-central coincidence P (PT).
(32) a. [P-CP PC [CP C* [TP T [v*P v* . . . ]]]] GERUND
b. [P-CP PT [CP C* [TP T [vP v . . . ]]]] PARTICIPLE
Adopting (32), I propose that notions such as manner, place, purpose, or goal
(and many other semantic labels) are conceptual in nature, their grammatical coun-
terpart being a P, either central or non-central (see Roy & Svenonius 2009 for relat-
ed ideas). Accordingly, the reason why a purpose interpretation is not available for
past participles is that the PT these forms contain is centrifugal, so it can only con-
vey meanings that fit with a resultative (therefore, centrifugal) reading. Since, plau-
sibly enough, ‘purpose’ has a future-oriented (hence, centripetal) nature, past par-
ticiples cannot be so interpreted. 
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To be sure, there are other factors that might conspire to establish the relevant
adverbial readings of non-finite clauses. Apart from the tense specification of the
matrix clause, elements such as modals, auxiliaries, Aktionsart, and covert quan-
tifiers are good candidates to increase that list. Happily, I think they can all be
incorporated to the present account, since all of them can (and have) be(en) ana-
lyzed as a species of P/T —that is, in fact, the most popular analysis of modals and
auxiliaries stemming from Chomsky (1957)—.20 21
In this section I have explored some interpretive consequences of the analysis of
past participles and gerunds put forward in the previous pages. I have claimed that
the relevant interpretation of non-finite clauses (conditional, temporal, causal, etc.) is
partially determined by the aspectual properties of the verb at hand (as Hernanz 1994
first argued), which is encoded by means of the P element (by hypothesis, the mor-
phemes –ndo and –do/a(s)) that moves to C. In the case of gerunds, P has a central
coincidence flavor; in the case of past participles, P has a non-central (or terminal) fla-
vor. Assuming this much, I have speculated that semantic notions such as purpose,
cause, or manner should be seen as conceptual counterparts of PC and PT.
5. Conclusions
This paper started by pointing out the observation that non-finite verbs can also
behave as if they were nominal, adjectival, and adverbial. I have tried to recast this
functional/distributional intuition by capitalizing on the mechanics of Pesetsky &
Torrego’s (2001) system. Building on their hypothesis that T-to-C movement is
generalized (to satisfy C’s demands), I have claimed that the T (slightly more pre-
cisely, a ‘prepositional T’) that moves to C in gerunds and past participles projects.
The analysis is appealing at different levels, for it can explain not only selection-
al facts (assuming P cannot be a Goal of ϕ-Probes), but also the categorial status of
these verbs (assuming Mateu’s 2002 decomposition of adjectives and adverbs as
involving a preposition). In addition, the fact that gerund and past participle claus-
es cannot be introduced by prepositions (as Hernanz 1994 argued on empirical
grounds) follows from these verbs already containing such an element (presum-
ably, encoded in the –ndo / –do/a(s) morphemes).
I have pushed the analysis in order to account for some interpretive contraints
that so-called ‘absolute clauses’ are subject to. If the account outlined here is on
track, and participial P has a non-central coincidence flavor, then it should come as
no surprise that certain interpretations (most pressingly, prospective-like ones) fail
to emerge. It is therefore correct that the aspectual properties of participles restrict
the relevant readings (see Hernanz 1994).
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Hernanz 1993), if Fox & Nissenbaum’s (2003) analisys of Ps as QR inducers is on the right track.
21. An anonymous reviewer points out that it is unaccurate to refer to Chomsky’s (1957) analysis of
modals and auxiliaries, since “Chomsky 1957 doesn’t treat modals as Ts (T was not there in the the-
ory)”. To be sure, T was not available in Chomsky’s (1957) account, but this is how Chomsky him-
self recast his 1957 analysis (see Chomsky 1981:1410, 1986:160-161).
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These investigations point to different, and more general, conclusions. One of
them is that although we take gerunds and past participles to be verbs, they actually
have a strongly prepositional nature.22 Another conclusion that can be drawn is
that what we call T / P can be the locus of different interpretations, depending on
where it is merged: if merged below v*, T / P conveys locative and aspectual inter-
pretations (see Hale & Keyser 2002, Torrego 1999); if merged above v, T / P con-
veys grammatical aspect interpretations (see Demirdache & Uribe-Etxebarria 2000);
and if merged in the CP area (either below or above C), T / P conveys temporal
and modal interpretations of different kinds (see Pestetsky & Torrego 2001, 2004,
Demirdache & Uribe-Etxebarria 2008), these covering what I have called ‘adver-
bial readings’ (conditional, purpose, etc.). 
Torrego (2006) is one such work providing evidence that prepositions can be
used to yield a modal reading: (33a) has the meaning of (33b).
(33) a. Juan es de comer mucho. (Spanish)
Juan be-3.SG of eat-INF much
‘Juan is of to eat a lot’
b. Juan suele comer mucho. (Spanish)
Juan use-3.SG eat-INF much
‘Juan is used to eating a lot’
Similar observations have been reported (but never given a comprehensive
account, to my mind) in data like those in (34), where the infinitive has a modal
interpretation, sometimes because of an overt P, sometimes because of a covert
one (an idea that was suggested by Ian Roberts in 1985 for subjunctives; see also
Bhatt 1999 and Hernanz 1999):
22. An anonymous reviewer observes that “verbs also have a strongly prepositional nature, so why
can’t gerunds be Vs (by transitivity)?”. A couple of comments is in order. Firstly, let me emphasize
that in the analysis put forward in this paper, past participles and gerunds are verbs (otherwise, the
latter would not assign accusative Case and the former would preclude VP adjuncts, contrary to
fact). What I am saying is that, apart from their clearly verbal nature, past participles and gerunds
are also prepositional. Secondly, I do not quite understand the observation that “[all?] verbs have
a strongly prepositional nature”. If I interpret him/her correctly, the reviewer is thinking of the
possibility that (some) verbs involve a process of P incorporation (e.g., location and locatum verbs
in Hale & Keyser 1993 and much related literature). This is correct, and I have no good answer
as to why this process does not have an effect analogous to that of T-to-C movement in non-finite
verbs. It could be argued that incorporation takes place in the PF branch (as Hale & Keyser 2002
suggest), and thus lacks syntactic effects. Alternatively, one could argue that P incorporation in
location and locatum verbs targets the head of the VP, which is an inner layer within the vP phase.
If the P is too buried within the vP structure, then it is expected that the prepositional nature of
these classes of verbs is somehow invisible.
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(34) a. Tengo cosas [PP por / sin / que hacer] (Spanish)
have-1.SG things for without that do-INF
‘I have things to do’
b. No tengo [CP donde dormir] (Spanish)
not have-1.SG where sleep-INF
‘I don’t have where to sleep’
The examples in (34) strongly recall ‘parasitic gaps’ (see Bosque 1990, 1999,
Masullo 1992, Nissenbaum 2000; see 35 below), another topic that, to the best of
my knowledge, has been largely (if not entirely) neglected in the recent literature
on Spanish. 
(35) a. Qué libro devolviste sin leer? (Spanish)
what book return-PAST.2.SG without read-INF
‘Which book did you return without reading?’
b. Qué ejercicio te queda por hacer? (Spanish)
what exercise CL-to.you remain-3.SG for do-INF
‘Which exercise do you have to do yet?
Whether a unitary analysis for all these phenomena can be provided is an open
—and indeed challenging— question that I leave for future research.
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